Name of Advisor: ____________________________________
Advisor should check off the fulfilled criteria for either one or both workshops. The student should then review and verify the form’s accuracy before completing and signing the bottom portion.

Fast Track Eligibility Checklist

Math Fast Track

___ Student has placed into MAT*085, MAT*095-I, or MAT*095 (by test placement or course grade), as verified by the advisor.

___ Student has either never taken a math workshop before or has only taken the math workshop once.

___ Student can commit to the dates and times of the workshop that he or she is registering for.

___ Student understands that if he or she can no longer attend the workshop, he or she should call Enrollment Services in order to be removed from the workshop.

English Fast Track

___ Student has placed into ENG*096, ENG*101/063 ALP, ENG*101/099A ALP, or ENG*101E (by test placement or course grade), as verified by the advisor.

___ Student has either never taken an English workshop before or has only taken the English workshop once.

___ Student can commit to the dates and times of the workshop that he or she is registering for.

___ Student understands that if he or she can no longer attend the workshop, he or she should call Enrollment Services in order to be removed from the workshop.

I, ___________________, understand that if I can no longer attend the workshop(s) I have signed up for, I will call the Office of Enrollment Services prior to the start of the workshop and remove my name from the class list. If I do not do that and do not attend the workshop, I understand that I can no longer sign up for any future workshops.

__________________________  ______________________________
Student’s Name (Printed)      Banner ID

__________________________  ______________________________
Student’s Signature          Date